Abstract
Introduction

34
Isosurface rendering is one of the canonical techniques used for The standard isosurface rendering, however, also has some limita- done by using a transfer-function with a narrow transitional section.
54
Visualizations achieved using such rendering setting can provide volume rendering with a selected window so that the internal struc-63 ture is revealed. However, additional computation is needed and the 64 overall performance will be hurt.
65
Another limitation of the isosurface rendering is the difficulty to confusing. To tackle this problem, segmentation can be considered. In this section, we provide an overview of our approach, as is shown 179 in Figure 2 , mainly focusing on the contributions of this work. farther neighborhood will count more.
236
From the intuitive observation, we consider to use the scalar chang- 
, where v l (liso) denotes the scalar changing rate at the intersection 249 point. So:
(1) Now, we define:
In this way, Equation (1) can be writen as: α ≈ αT 1 n·speed
252
From the above formulations, we know that:
253
• A value speed can be easily calculated from the scalar 254 changing rate at the intersection point, v l (liso), with 255 densityF actor as a global tunable parameter.
256
• Given the value speed, the alpha values used for accumulation 257 can be approximated. C (speed) can be pre-calculated by an alpha blending:
However, since speed has an infinite value range, we cannot 
Estimation of Scalar Changing Rate
Accuracy Assurance
300
To guarantee the quality of the interaction, such as the voxel select-301 ing operation, it is crucial to make sure that the ray-isosurface inter-302 section test is accurate for each ray. First, voxel based ray traversal 303 such as the 3DDDA algorithm should be used. Second, the inter-
304
section finding within the voxel should be accurately performed.
305
When trilinear interpolation is assumed, the value along the ray seg- image plane areas, so the the structures behind can be exposed. As 329 is shown in Figure 7 (a), a peeling window is defined on the image 330 plane. Within that window, the first ray-isosurface intersection is 331 skipped over, so the second layer of the isosurface is rendered. In 332 our implementation, we use an integer array as the "peeling buffer".
333
The values are initialized as 0. Within each peeling window, the 334 peeling value increases by 1. During rendering, the number of in-
335
tersections is counted, if the count is no-bigger than the peeling 336 value, the intersection will be skipped over. 
Voxel Selection
339
As mentioned above, when ray traversal is done in a voxel-by-voxel 340 manner and the intersections are accurately calculated, the exact in-341 tersecting voxel can be identified for each ray intersecting the iso- 
366
In this part, we propose an isosurface domain segmentation method,
367
in which we only consider the voxels containing the specific isosur-368 face. The idea is that, these voxels can be considered as forming 369 an inter-connected network, using 6-neighborhood, as is shown in 370 Figure 9 (a), where it is 4-neighborhood in 2D. So the isosurface 371 segmentation can be considered as a graph segmentation problem.
372
With the voxel selection method described above, the seed points 
429
We conducted several experiments on the proposed techniques on 430 a PC equipped with Intel i7 950 CPU, 4GB RAM, and NVIDIA
431
Geforce GTX 480 graphics card. The rendering computation is im-
432
plemented on the GPU with CUDA. 
Isosurface Color Enhancement
434
As mentioned before, isosurface color enhancement can be used in Figure 7 (b).
459
The other techniques mainly aim at the segmentation and recom- gion of interest, the computational cost can be made even smaller.
469
As shown in Figure 14 , in the cropped region, the number of graph 470 nodes is reduced to 40830, and the computing time is reduced to 471 0.36s.
472
Another benefit of isosurface segmentation is that the accurate ray- 
